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Key features
  Interactive approach and easy to understand language.
  A variety of objective and subjective questions. 
  Colourful illustrations, diagrams and photographs with added information.
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focus science
Focus Science is a series of 8 books for Classes 
1 through 8, developed in accordance with the 
NCERT syllabus and the NCF guidelines.

suggested activities

19 Focus Science - 4

Underwater plants 
Some plants are submerged under the water. These plants have thin and 
narrow leaves to bear the water currents. The leaves do not have stomata or 
wax coating. Exchange of gases takes place through their body surface. 
Their roots are fixed in the soil. The stems are flexible and spongy.

Tape grass, hydrilla and pondweed grow under the surface of water.

InsectIvoroUs plants
Some plants are carnivorous. 
Their leaves are designed to 
trap insects. Those plants 
which trap insects are called 
insectivorous. Venus flytrap 
and pitcher plant are examples.
Venus flytrap has leaves that 
look like boxes with hinges. 
There are hair along the edges. 
When an insect touches the 
hair, the leaf closes and traps the insect.
Pitcher plant has leaves in the shape of a pitcher with a lid to cover the mouth. 
When the insect lands on the pitcher, the lid closes it gets trapped.

 Venus flytrap
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 Pitcher plant
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leaf

 Underwater plants

Fixed plant:
Lotus has waxy coating on leaves

Floating 
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flexible stems
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 Fig. 1.3 Photosynthesis

Sugar	generated	by	the	leaves	is	transported	to	other	parts	of	
the	plant	through	stems.	Some	sugar	is	used	to	release	energy	
and	the	rest	is	stored	as	starch	in	leaves,	stems	or	roots.	The	
solar	 energy	 is	 trapped	 by	 chlorophyll	 in	 the	 green	 leaves	
during	the	process	of	photosynthesis.	This	energy	is	stored	in	
the	glucose	molecule.	When	an	organism	requires	energy;	this	
glucose	molecule	is	broken	up	by	a	process	called	respiration. 
We	will	learn	about	respiration	in	a	later	chapter.

This	is	why	we	say	that	the	sun	is	the	ultimate	source	of	energy	
for all living things on the earth.

Aim: To test that chlorophyll is necessary for 
photosynthesis.
Materials: Vareigated leaf, white paper, iodine 
solution, beaker, test tube, burner, test tube holder, 
alcohol, water
Procedure:
•  Take any variegated leaf (a leaf of different 

colour) of croton or coleus. In variegated leaves, 
chlorophyll is only present in the green portion 
of the leaves. 

Activity 2 (Experimental Demonstration)

 Fig. 1.5 To test that chlorphyll necessary for photosynthesis.

Aim: To test a leaf for the presence of starch.
Materials: A beaker, test tubes, burner, test tube holder, iodine solution, alcohol, water and a leaf that has been 
exposed to light.
Procedure:
•	Fill a beaker half with water and boil it.
• Place the leaf inside the boiling water 

for one or two minutes. This stops the 
chemical reactions in the leaf.

• Put the leaf into a test tube and pour 
enough alcohol to cover it. Place the test 
tube in the beaker of boiling water. (Test 
tube containing alcohal is not heated 
directly it may catch fire.) Remove the 
flame when the alcohol boils.

• Again introduce the flame when the alcohol stops boiling. 
Repeat this until the leaf is discolouredor denature 
(chlorophyll is removed). When the chlorophyll has been 
removed from the leaf (the leaf looks pale).

• Remove the leaf from alcohol (the leaf will be brittle).
• Dip the leaf into water to soften it and make it permeable.
• Add dilute iodine solution on the surface of the leaf.

Observation and Inference: Some parts of leaf become bluish-
black. This bluish-black colour indicates the presence of starch in leaf.

Activity 1 (Experimental Demonstration)

 Fig. 1.4 To test the presence of 
strach in a leaf
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Habitat of the Living 115114 Unit 3: THE WORLD OF THE LIVING THINGS

•	Deer	can	run	fast	to	escape	from	their	predators.	

•	 Their	long	sharp	ears	and	good	sense	of	smell	help	them	detect	the	presence	of	predators	at	a	distance.	

 Deserts
Deserts	are	dry	regions	which	receive	very	less	rainfall.	

Animals
Animals	such	as	rats,	 lizards,	scorpions	and	snakes	can	survive	in	hot	deserts.	They	rest	 in	day	under	
shades	of	 rocks	or	 in	burrows	 to	avoid	high	 temperature.	They	 come	out	 at	night	when	 it	 is	 cooler.	
Camel	is	also	called	the	ship	of	the	desert	because	of	its	adaptive	features.	Camels	have	many	adaptative	
features	that	allow	them	to	survive	in	the	desert.	

•	 Camels	have	long	legs.	They	help	them	to	keep	their	bodies	away	from	the	heat	of	the	sand.

•	 Their	thick	eyebrows	shield	the	eyes	from	the	sun	while	the	long	eyelashes	keep	the	sand	out.

 Fig. 10.13 The prey and the predator
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 Fig. 10.14 Adaptations in camel 

 Fig. 10.15 Succulent large amount plants store

•	 Camel’s	nostrils	can	close	so	that	sand	does	not	enter	its	nose.

•	 They	 store	 fat	 in	 the	 hump.	 It	 provides	 energy	when	 food	 is	 unavailable.	 This	 enables	 camels	 to	
survive	without	food	for	many	days.	

•	 Camels	conserve	water	by	not	sweating	and	by	excreting	small	amount	of	urine.	Also	they	can	drink	
large	quantity	of	water	when	available.	Due	to	these	features,	camels	can	survive	without	water	for	
many	days.

•	 Soles	of	camels’	feet	are	broad,	so	they	can	walk	on	the	sand	easily	without	sinking	into	it.

•	 Camels	have	thick	lips,	so	they	can	eat	the	prickly	desert	plants	without	feeling	pain.

•	 Their	ears	are	covered	with	hair	which	keep	out	sand	or	dust.

 Plants 
•	 Plants	in	desert	do	not	need	a	lot	of	water	to	survive.

•	 They	have	long	roots	to	penetrate	deep	inside	the	soil	in	search	of	water.

•	 In	some	plants	such	as	cacti,	the	stem	is	green	and	fleshy.	
Photosynthesis	takes	place	in	the	stem.	The	stems	
store	 a	 large	 amount	 of	 water,	 when	 water	 is	
available.	Due	to	this	feature,	they	are	also	called	
succulent plants.	 The	 thick	waxy	 covering	 on	
the	stem	helps	to	retain	water.

•	 The	flowers	only	open	in	nights	as	it	is	cool	and	
are	closed	during	the	day,	when	it	is	hot.

•	 The	leaves	are	reduced	to	spines	to	prevent	loss	
of	water	due	to	transpiration.

 Mountain and Polar Regions
Mountains	are	cold	and	windy	 regions.	Snowfall	may	occur	 in	winter.	Polar	habitats	are	permanently	
covered	with	snow.

•	 Trees	on	mountains	have	conical	shape,	sloping	branches	and	needle-like	leaves.	These	features	do	
not	allow	rainwater	and	snow	to	collect	on	them.	Leaves	being	needle-shaped	lose	less	water	during	
transpiration.	This	feature	enables	them	to	cope	up	with	shortage	of	water	during	extreme	winter	
when	the	ground	is	covered	with	snow.

Activity 2 Experiment

Aim: Compare the amount of water lost due to transpiration in a leafy 
plant and a thorny plant.

Procedure: Take healthy leafy potted plants such as mint or tulsi and 
a potted cactus plant. Enclose the branches of both the plants with 
transparent polythene bags and tie them with strings. Keep both the 
pots in sunshine for a few hours. Observe the inner surface of the 
bags. Which bag has more water droplets?

Observation: The polythene bag around the mint branch has more water 
droplets as compared to the polythene bag around the cactus plant.

As leaves are reduced to spines in cactus plant, the loss of water due 
to transpiration is less.  Fig. 10.16 Transpiration

Cactus plant Tulsi plant

Less water droplets More water droplets
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eXcel in MatHeMatics
Excel in Mathematics is a series of 8 books for 
Classes 1 through 8. The books comply with the 
latest NCERT syllabus.

Online Test 
Generator can be 
accessed through 

the website.

Titles  VP

Excel in Mathematics - 1 1731

Excel in Mathematics  - 2  1732

Excel in Mathematics  - 3 1773

Excel in Mathematics  - 4  1734
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Excel in Mathematics  - 7  1737
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HigHligHts BooKs 1 to 5
Warm-up connects readily 
to concepts and inculcates 
values

improves understanding
Hots – to enhance 
analytical and problem 
solving skills

subject-link to adhere 
to the interdisciplinary 
approach

lab activity – enhances 
the ability to explore and 
reason logically



teacHer's Manual
A support to the teacher. Complete answers to the questions of 
chapter-end exercises provided.
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Key features
MCQs Improve reasoning and decision making ability of the 
student

HOTS Questions Improve student’s understanding and analytical 
and problem solving skills

Remember Highlights important points and draws attention to 
possible mistakes in an effort to prevent similar errors

Infobit Gives interesting information related to facts around 
Mathematics

Test Yourself Checks whether the learner has understood the 
topic being introduced

HigHligHts BooKs 6 to 8

Improve reasoning and decision making ability of the 

 Improve student’s understanding and analytical 

 Highlights important points and draws attention to 

 Gives interesting information related to facts around 

 Checks whether the learner has understood the 

logical and visually 
appealing presentation 

intersting activities to 
break the monotony

Practice paper



HigHligHts BooKs 1 to 5

tHrougH tHe ages
A Social Studies series for Classes 1 through 5 
and Integrated Social Sciences series for Classes 6 
through 8 developed in accordance with the NCERT 
syllabus and the NCF guidelines.

PRIMARY And MIddLE SCHOOLSocial Sciences
Online Test 

Generator can be 
accessed through 

the website.
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HigHligHts BooKs 6 to 8

KEY FEATURES

 Interactive approach

 A variety of objective and subjective questions

 CBSE recommended Problem Solving Skills, 
Value Based Questions, Open Book Test, 
Information and Computing Technology Skills 
and interdisciplinary approach

 Thoughtfully done colourful illustrations with 
added information and illustrated maps

TEACHER'S MAnUAL

A support to the teacher. Complete answers to the questions of 
chapter-end exercises provided.
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Well-labelled self-explanatory 
diagrams

Interactive warm-up 
Easy-to-understand 

presentation 

Problem Solving Skills, 
Value Based Questions, Open Book Test, 
Information and Computing Technology Skills

done colourful illustrations with 
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Meanings of difficult words
Beautiful illustrations and 
attractive presentation

a brief description of the 
poet's life and his or her 
literary achievements

graphic story through 
beautiful illustrations and 
interesting dialogues 

englisH ladder
English Ladder is a series of eight English coursebooks which 
follows the latest guidelines from the National Curriculum 
Framework. Various literary features in the books have been 
organised under level-appropriate themes.

Online Test 
Generator can be 
accessed through 

the website.

Titles  VP

English Ladder - 1 1953

English Ladder  - 2  1954

English Ladder  - 3 1955

English Ladder  - 4  1956

English Ladder  - 5  1957

English Ladder  - 6  1958

English Ladder  - 7  1969

English Ladder  - 8  1960

HigHligHts BooKs 1 to 5

aims to help students relate and 
understand the underlying theme
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Key features 
 Grammar Review   Grammar Usage

 Vocabulary   Editing      Let's Write

 Tabulated words under sutable headings.

 Various exercises stimulate the  creative   
 and thinking skills of the students.

englisH sKills
English Skills, Grammar and Composition 
Practice Book, is a graded grammar practice 
series of eight books for Classes 1 through 8. 

teacHers' HandBooK
Includes:

• Lesson plans 

• Worksheets 

• Test papers 

• Answers to worksheets   
and lesson exercises

Various skills 
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through 
thoughtful 
exercises
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Manual 

Available
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Worksheet
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SAMAnAVI

leUoh fganh ikBekyk (d{kk & 1 ls 8 rd) jk"Vªh; 'kSf{kd vuqla/ku ,oa 
çf'k{k.k ifj"kn~ (NCERT) n~okjk vuqeksfnr ikB~;p;kZ vkSj osaQæh; ekè;fed 
f'k{kk cksMZ (CBSE) in~/fr ij vk/kfjr gSaA

Hindi

cseqd dh fi+ QYe

3

tkuoj] if{k;k¡]
 jsaxus okys th

o vkSj lkFk gh eu
q"; ;fn fu;ek

uqlkj dk;Z djsa rks 

lqfo/k ls lHkh
 dk;Z laiUu gks l

drs gSaA

taxy ds  lHkh 
tkuoj vR;ar mRlkfgr F

ksA cseqd [kjxks'k 

us ,d et+ snkj dkVwZu fi+ QYe cuk
bZ FkhA

fi+ QYe bulkuksa 
ds  fo"k; esa FkhA

 mlesa vfHku; djus okys 

Fks] nks iSjksa oky
s izk.khµvkneh] vkSjr vkSj nks uUgs cPp

sA

taxy ds  lkjs 
tkuoj fi+ QYe 

ns[kus ds  fy, 
meM+ iM+sA 

lcls igys lkj
s [kjxks'k igq¡ps]

 vkf[kjdkj cseqd mudk 

viuk FkkA uUgs&p
wgs vkSj >cjhyh fxy

gfj;k¡ ihNs iqQnd
rs 

vk,A pha&pha!] d
k¡o&dk¡o!] dq gw&dq gw!

 NksVs&cMs+] lc
 

i{kh uhys vkleku ls uhps 
mrj vk,A

¶lkjs izkf.k;ksa 

dk taxy jkT; e
sa 

Lokxr gSA vkb, ns[ksa] 

bulkuksa dk izfln~/ dkVwZu 

'kks!¸

24

3232

,d cw¡n4

bl lalkj esa vjcksa yksx gSa ysfdu gj dksbZ viuh igpku ugha cuk ikrkA viuh igpku cukus osQ fy, gesa dM+h esgur djuh iM+rh gSA blh fo"k;&oLrq dks bl ikB esa n'kkZ;k x;k gSA

T;ksa fudydj cknyksa dh xksn ls
Fkh vHkh ,d cw¡n oqQN vkxs c<+hA
lkspus fiQj&fiQj ;gh th esa yxh
vkg! D;ksa ?kj NksM+dj eSa ;ksa d<+hAA

nSo! esjs HkkX; esa gS D;k cnk\
eSa cpw¡xh ;k feyw¡xh /wy esa\
;k tyw¡xh fxj v¡xkjs ij fdlh_
pw iM+¡wxh ;k dey osQ iwQy esa\

cg xbZ ml dky ,d ,slh gok
og leqanj vksj vkbZ vueuhA
,d laqnj lhi dk eq¡g Fkk [kqyk
og mlh esa tk iM+h] eksrh cuhA

yksx ;ksa gh gaS f>>drs] lksprs
tc fd mudks NksM+uk iM+rk gS ?kjA
¯oQrq ?kj dk NksM+uk vdlj mUgsa
cw¡n ykSa oqQN vkSj gh nsrk gS djA

 µv;ksè;kflag mikè;k; ^gfjvkS/* 

izkphu] e/;dkyhu ,oa vk/kqfud lanHkksZ a dk izHkkoÓkyh 
feJ.k A mfpr] vuqdwy rFkk fofo/k ys[ku ÓSyh A

¶lkjs izkf.k;ksa 

dk taxy jkT; e
sa 

Lokxr gSA vkb, ns[ksa] 

bulkuksa dk izfln~/ dkVwZu 
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 fyf[kr (Writing Skills) 

1  fuEufyf[kr iz'uksa ds lgh mRrj ij () dk fpg~u yxkb,µ

(d) dk;Z esa vkuan dc vk,xk\

(v) eu yxkdj dke djus ls  (c) g¡lrs jgus ls 

(l) eqM+&eqM+dj ns[kus ls  (n) dk;Z djus ls 

([k) dk;Z dh liQyrk ds  fy, T+k:jh gSµ

(v) xfr /heh u gks  (c) /qu ds  iDds  gksa 

(l) ihNs eqM+dj u ns[ksa  (n) ;s lHkh lgh gSa 

(x) iFk dh ck/kvksa ds  fy, D;k djuk gksxk\

(v) jkLrk cnysa  (c) c<+rs tk,¡ 

(l) eqldjkdj ueLdkj djsa  (n) g¡lrs tk,¡ 

(?k) rqe fdldks fe=k cuk yks\

(v) nhid dks  (c) va/dkj dks 

(l) O;o/ku dks  (n) Mj dks 

2  fuEufyf[kr iz'uksa ds mRrj fyf[k,µ

(d) dk;Z djus dh xfr dS lh gksuh pkfg,\

 ----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------

([k) ân; esa D;k cuk jguk pkfg,\

 ----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------

(x) gekjk liuk dc iQyhHkwr gksxk\

 ----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------

(?k) fdlls Hk; ugha ekuus dh ckr dh xbZ gS\

 ----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------

fo"k;&oLrq dk Kku ,oa'ÓCn 
Kku@Hkk"kkKku jk"Vªh; 

ikB;p;kZ dh :ijs[kk ds  
vuq:i A

VsLV tsusjsVj osclkbV os$ ek/;e ls 
miyC/k fd;k tk ldrk gSA
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jpukRed cks/k ds fy,
fofo/k fdz ;kdyki] fp= iBu] foKkiu 

cukuk] l‘tukRed ys[ku vkfn A

f'k{k.k&nf'kZdk miyC/k

ds oy iBu ds fy,
#fp txkuk] egRRoiw.kZ fo"k;&oLrq ,oa 

fopkjks a dks izdkfÓr djuk A
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digital World

Digital World is a series of computer books for 
Kindergarten and Classes 1 through 8. The books 
are based on the latest NCF guidelines. They are 
updated with Windows 8 and MS Office 2010.

Titles  VP

Computing - Kindergarten     1818

digital World - 1 1763

digital World - 2  1764

digital World  - 3 1765

digital World  - 4  1766

digital World  - 5  1767

digital World  - 6  1768

digital World  - 7  1769

digital World  - 8  1770

HigHligHts BooKs 1 to 5
traces evolution of computer 
and technology in brief

online safety



teacHer's Manual
A support to the teacher. Complete answers to the questions of 
chapter-end exercises provided.
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Key features
  Case studies on digital giants such as Google have been included in books 6 to 8 to 

give a broader  perspective and stimulate thinking in the students.

  Past Present Future, a section, in the books 3 to 8 takes the student through different 
time zones giving a glimpse of how technology has advanced in various disciplines.

  Tips to the Digital Natives about online safety and appropriate use of technology, 
and important technical facts have been put at relevant places in the books.

digital giants such as Google have been included in books 6 to 8 to 

, a section, in the books 3 to 8 takes the student through different 
time zones giving a glimpse of how technology has advanced in various disciplines.

 and appropriate use of technology, 

step-by-step commands 

colourful, clear 
screenshots 

important milestones on 
devices and technology 
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This first edition atlas for both primary and middle level students has been    
developed using modern cartographic techniques. 

The atlas provides the latest available demographic and socio-economic data 
obtained from authoritative sources. The atlas includes a fully updated index.

This series comprises two books for classes 6 through 8 and   
9 to 10. It is based on the latest NCERT/CBSE syllabus.

Easy-to-understand 
maps with precise 

parallels

Images used on the maps 
for better understanding

Informative preliminary pages

Atlas 

Yoga

on the maps 

This first edition atlas for both primary and middle level students has been    
developed using modern cartographic techniques. 

The atlas provides the latest available demographic and socio-economic data 
obtained from authoritative sources. The atlas includes a fully updated index.
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The universe is made up of a gravitationally bound 

systems of stars, gas and dust. These systems are 

known as Galaxies. Dwarf galaxies contain around 

ten million stars, where as the large galaxies have 

around hundred trillion of them. One of the many 

galaxies in the universe is the Milky Way, where our 

Sun is a star and is the center of our Solar System. 

Scientists and astronomers are now trying to find 

evidence of another star like the Sun in some other 

galaxy and identify the solar systems of that galaxy. 

Currently, it is believed that there might be around 

170 billion galaxies in the observable universe — but 

it needs to be kept in mind that the major portion of 

the universe is yet uncharted.

A large ball of rocks spinning through space is our home in the universe. 

The Earth is the only place we know of that supports life. Earth is the 

fifth largest planet in our solar system. It is the third planet from the 

Sun after Mercury and Venus. It is about 150 million kilometers away 

from the sun.

The earth comprises of several minerals. 

The most common of them are listed 

below along with their approximate 

quantities:  

The equatorial diameter of earth 

is about 12, 757 km. Our planet is 

spherical in shape. 

Earth’s Revolution

THE EARTH’S 

REVOLUTION 

The Earth revolves around the sun 

once in about 365.25 days. It is this 

action of the Earth, called the earth’s 

revolution, which is responsible 

for changes in “seasons”. It moves 

around the sun in an elliptical orbit.

The Earth is surrounded by 

a blanket of gases, called the 

“Atmosphere”. THE EARTH’S ROTATION

The Earth rotates around the polar axis from the east 

to the west. The Earth makes one complete rotation 

around the sun in 24 hours. It is this action of the Earth 

that causes day and night. This is known as the Earth’s 

“Rotation”. 

It is the only planet in our solar system whose name does 

not derive from Greek or Roman mythology.

70% of earth’s surface is covered 

with water. That is why the Earth 

looks “blue” from space. 

Galaxy

Amazing Earth

Iron
35%

Oxygen 
28%

Silicon 
17%

Magnesium 13%

Nickel 
2.4% 

Sulphur 
1.9% 

Titanium 
0.05% 

It is the only planet in our solar system whose name does 
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Key features of Yoga Books:
 Brief description of different yogic activities.
 Benefits of yoga (activities-wise).
 Do's and don'ts to perform different Asanas.
 User-friendly language with clear photographs.
 Enriched material for various yog competitions.

Detailed matetial

 for various 

Yoga competitio
ns This series comprises two books for classes 6 through 8 and   

9 to 10. It is based on the latest NCERT/CBSE syllabus.
Detailed matetial

 for various 

Yoga competitio
ns

Yoga competitio
ns
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Quick Score
Practice Books and Sample Papers

Learn and Practise Science and Maths
These practice books are for classes 6, 7 and 8, based on the NCERT Science and Maths textbooks. Science books have summaries 
for each topic which include flow charts, web charts, and diagrams to recapitulate and enhance understanding. A variety of 
questions in the Worksheets—both Supplementary and Challenger—make these books a wholesome practice material.

Sample Papers for Class-12
Sample papers for Accountancy, Business Studies and Economics
•	 Mind	maps	for	learning	difficult	concepts

•	 Mock	paper	designed	after	complete	analysis

•	 Common	mistakes	in	attempting	board	papers	are	highlighted

•	 Case	Problems	and	Higher	Order	Thinking	Skills	questions	included

•	 Evaluation	Questions	(Based	on	multiple	concepts	and	values)

Titles   VP

Learn and Practise Science - 6 1937

Learn and Practise Science - 7 1938

Learn and Practise Science - 8 1936

Learn and Practise Maths - 6 1950

Learn and Practise Maths - 7 1951

Learn and Practise Maths - 8 1952

Titles  VP

Quick Score Sample Papers

 Accountancy - 12 1888

 Business Studies - 12  1889

 Economics - 12 XXX



2 to 5 years

READERS
Classics Once Upon a Time
Classics once upon a time series is a compilation of popular, age-old timeless stories. 
The stories have been suitably adapted and impressively illustrated for the contemporary 
young readers. Lively language and beautiful illustrations in each story captivate and 
transport the reader to the setting of the story. 

Classics Moral Stories
Classics Moral Stories is a collection of age old time-tested 
stories which will help readers learn and develop basic moral 
values such as sincerity, honesty, courage and truthfulness.  values such as sincerity, honesty, courage and truthfulness.  

 

is a collection of age old time-tested 
stories which will help readers learn and develop basic moral 
values such as sincerity, honesty, courage and truthfulness.  

series is a compilation of popular, age-old timeless stories. 
The stories have been suitably adapted and impressively illustrated for the contemporary 
young readers. Lively language and beautiful illustrations in each story captivate and 

Titles  VP

The Brave Tin Soldier 1693

Jack and the Beanstalk 1372

The Empereor's new Clothes 1198

Rumpelstiltskin 999

and many more... 

Titles  VP

The Fox and The Crow 1391

The Cat and The Fox 1577

The Three Little Pigs 1252

The Tortoise Who Wanted to Fly 1578

and many more... 



GRADED READERS

Titles  VP

The Adventues of Pinocchio (9 to 11 years) 1866

Rip Van Winkle (7 to 9 years) 1823

Peter Pan (9 to 11 years) 1864

Through the Looking Glass (7 to 9 years) 1865

Black Beauty (9 to 11 years) 1872

and many more... 

Alice in 
Wonderland

Rip Van Winkle Through the 
Looking-Glass

Alice in Wonderland, inner pages

The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz

Peter Pan

The Merry 
Adventures of 
Robin Hood 

9 to 11 years

•	 Comprehension
•	 Composition
•	 Grammar
•	 Life	Skills
•	 Role	Play
•	 ICT

Tales of Beatrix 
Potter

The Water Babies Rikki-Tikki-Tavi 

Little Women

The Adventures of 
Pinocchio

Black BeautyHeidi

Abridged and carefully adapted stories to suit different age groups.
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daddy-Long-LegsAnne of Green 

Gables 

11 to 13 years 13+ years



2 to 5 years

Beautifully illustrated  these refreshing  picture book sets 
introduce young readers to a wide range of situations to 
learn and grow with. The stories are not just packed with 
action and fun  but also weave together values, civic sense, 
and sensitivity towards the environment, underprivileged 
and differently abled. 

The stories and illustrations prepare readers to live in 
a multi-cultural society and to appreciate and respect 
diversity. 

Titles VP

Let’s Buy Shoes for Me, Grandma 1726

Mangoes for Bindu  1746

Baadal and Bijli 1745

brum-brum-brrrrrrr Goes the Tuk Tuk 1727

The Monkey and the Mobile Phone 1747

Okay, Mom!   1787

and many more...

The Read n GROW series of books is graded into three age groups.

 Wordless, one word or a short sentence for budding readers 
Storyline on the inside cover

 Vocabulary and sentence length appropriate for beginning readers 
450 to 500 words

 Longer sentences and enhanced vocabulary  
900+ words

The Read ‘n Grow series includes picture books for children. These stories, full of action and fun, introduce young readers to a 
variety of situations to learn and grow with.

2 to 5 years

A set of worksheets with  each story 
is not just a delight for the readers to 

do but a carefully prepared sequence 
of activities with the objective of 
guiding the readers through a 

thinking process.  

Read 'n Grow

d ‘n Grow series includes picture books for children. These stories, full of action and fun, introduce young readers to a 



5 to 7 years

Titles  VP

Barney's night Out    1725

Give Back My Ball! 1724

The Great Show 1729

Stranger at the Farm 1785

The Grumpy Little Owl 1748

The nimba Tree 1744

Tringaling Ling!    1784

The Lonely Princess             1797 

and many more...

Titles  VP

Rusty, My Friend     1786

The Stranger We Love     1728

Ari’s new Glasses      1758

To the Rescue       1749

A Time Together!      1730

Boring Food!      1820

A Little Lie     1788

and many more...
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After Reading section includes questions to help develop 
not just language skills but also Life Skills and Values. 

The questions will certainly help the readers to establish 
appropriate connections with real life, and unleash their 

application and analytical skills.

Setting Up for Reading and Before Reading 
sections have reading tips and suggestive  fun activities 
to do with children before and during reading. sections 

have reading tips and suggestive  fun activities to do 
with children before and during reading.

After Reading
not just language skills but also Life Skills and Values. 

The questions will certainly help the readers to establish 
appropriate connections with real life, and unleash their 

7 to 9 years



WIllIAm ShAkESPEArE, rudyArd kIPlIng, JAnE AuStEn & othErS

World's Classics

A good collection of abridged and unabridged popular classics. The abridged and adapted books are made to suit young readers in the 
age group of 8 to 15+. The books offer readers an opportunity to read and enjoy well-known classics penned by Great Literary writers. 
The stories are so chosen to allow readers to develop free thinking, confidence and decision making abilities.

Titles Author's Name VP

Gitanjali Rabindranath Tagore 574

Creative Unity Rabindranath Tagore 921

The Religion of Man Rabindranath Tagore 964

Gora Rabindranath Tagore 958

Four Chapters Rabindranath Tagore 907

Julius Caesar William Shakespeare 970 

Romeo & Juliet William Shakespeare 1027

Hamlet: Prince of Denmark William Shakespeare 1113

King Lear William Shakespeare 1112

Twelfth Night William Shakespeare 1026

Sherlock Holmes (Part-I) Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 382

Sherlock Holmes (Part-II) Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 417

Sherlock Holmes (Part-III) Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 425

Around The World in 80 Days Jules Verne 799

Titles Author's Name VP

Constructive Programme M. K. Gandhi 954

An Autobiography Or My Experiments with Truth M. K. Gandhi 955

A Christmas Carol Charles Dickens 665

Great Expectations Charles Dickens 664

A Tale of Two Cities Charles Dickens 752

Oliver Twist Charles Dickens 627

Kim Rudyard Kipling 784

Titles Author's Name VP

The Adventures of Robin Hood Desmond Dunkerly 1675

Sherlock Holmes Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 595

The Corel Island R. M. Ballantyne 688

Kidnapped Robert Louis Stevenson 771

The Jungle Book Rudyard Kipling 1681

age group of 8 to 15+. The books offer readers an opportunity to read and enjoy well-known classics penned by Great Literary wr
king, confidence and decision making abilities.

Many more titles of these authors are available.




